**General Information**

**Training Location**

Our trainings take place in the office of the RapidMiner GmbH in Dortmund. This location is situated next to the B1 in both directions and is near to public transportation stations, which lead to the Central Station of Dortmund.

We offer high-speed Internet access in our training rooms and place value on open discussions to solve every tricky problem collectively. Therefore we are offering a stimulating and vivid training atmosphere, which is created by kind and understanding trainers, technical know-how and adequate working materials like Whiteboards, Flipcharts and others.

**About Dortmund**

Dortmund is situated in the „Ruhrgebiet“, which is one of the most populous areas in Europe. This is why we are available by train, plain (Airports Dortmund and Düsseldorf) or car easily from everywhere in Germany or from other countries. With a car or public transportation, which operate until after midnight in our region, are you able to explore Dortmund and the “Ruhrgebiet”.

**Approach**

RapidMiner is located near to the motorways B1 and A40. The address of our Office is **RapidMiner GmbH, Westfalendamm 87, 44141 Dortmund.** If you have any questions, please contact us by telephone: +49 231 425 786 90.

**Approach by public transportation**

You can reach the **Dortmund Central station** from any direction with Regional Bahn, Regional Express, S-Bahn, InterRegio, Inter City Express, Schnell-Bus, Bus and tram. At the central station take the U-Bahn "U47" in direction Aplerbeck and leave at "Voßkuhle" (seventh station after central station, approximately a 10 minutes tour, operates every 10 minutes).

**Approach by plain**

Take the train „Regional Express“ from Düsseldorf Airport to the Dortmund Central Station (approximately a 50 minutes tour). Leave the train at Central Station and follow the description for the public transportation.

From the **Dortmund Airport** you can take a **bus** to Dortmund Central station (approximately a 20 minutes tour) and follow the description for public transportation.

**Approach by Car**

**B1:** If you come from direction “Unna“:
Follow the “Bundesstraße” in direction Dortmund/Flughafen. You will see our office on the left side of the road. When you see a "Aral"-gas station on your right, you have to drive left at the next crossing.

**A40:** If you come from direction "Essen“:
Follow the “Autobahn” A40 in direction Dortmund/Bochum. Just drive straight and the A40 will lead to the B1 (but from the other direction). Follow the B1 in direction Unna and you will see our office on your right side.
Parking

1. Parkhaus Friedensplatz: Südwall, 44137 Dortmund
2. DOPARK Tiefgarage Hansaplatz: Hansstraße 2, 44137 Dortmund

From both parking-places you can take the U47 (direction Aplerbeck) and leave at „Voßkuhle“.

Arrival

When you arrive at the Westfalentower, go through the main entrance and go to the elevators on the left. Drive to the first floor. (The main entrance is on the side of the big street.)
Hotels

A) B&B Hotel Dortmund
Wittekindstraße 106
44139 Dortmund
Telephone: +49 231 549550
Internet: https://www.hotelbb.de/de/dortmund-messe
- Take the U 42 from the Station „Theodor-Fliedner-Heim“, leave at „Stadtgarten“ and take the U47 to the stop „Voßkuhle“
- By car you need 5 minutes (3,9 km) to our office
- The „Signal Iduna Park“, stadium of the BVB, is reachable by feet
- by U 42 in direction Grevel you can reach the downtown area within 7 minutes (leave at stop „Reinoldikirche“)

B) Novum Business Unique
Hoher Wall 38
44137 Dortmund
Telephone: +49 231 560500
Internet: https://www.novum-hotels.de/hotel-unique-dortmund/hotel-unique-information-dortmund.php
- Go to „U-Bahn-Station Kampstraße“ and take the U47 (direction Aplerbeck). Leave at „Voßkuhle“
- By car you need 8 minutes (4,6 km) to our office
- This hotel delivers all advantages of the downtown area

C) NH Hotel Dortmund
Königswall 1
44137 Dortmund
Telephone: +49 231 90550
Internet: http://www.nh-hotels.de/hotel/nh-dortmund
- Take the U47 in direction “Aplerbeck” at the central station and leave at “Voßkuhle”
- By car you need 11 minutes (5,4 km) to our office
- This hotel delivers all advantages of the downtown area
- The central station offers possibilities to travel to other cities in this area

D) Hotel Pullmann Dortmund
Lindemannstraße 88
44137 Dortmund
Telephone: +49 231 91130
• By car you need 6 minutes (4.3 km) to our office
• This Hotel is situated between the "Westfalenhallen" and the "Westfalenpark", which are worth a visit
• The downtown area is reachable by car in some minutes

E) Radisson Blu

An der Buschmühle 1
44139 Dortmund

Telephone: +49 231 10860
Internet: http://www.radissonblu.com/hotel-dortmund

• By car you need 5 minutes (2.8 km) to our office
• This hotel is situated between „Westfalenhallen“, „Westfalenpark“ and „Signal Iduna Park“, the stadium of the BVB

Leisure Time

Like no other German town Dortmund has experienced a great change in the last years. The former Centre of Steel has changed into a modern City, which is known in Europe as a place for new technological developments. But the biggest town in the "Ruhrgebiet“ is also known for its cultural and sportive Highlights, as well as for its multiple green spaces and a high quality of life.

The Dortmund downtown area offers as well small shops and big shopping malls like the “Thier Gallerie” from cheap to exclusive as cafés, restaurants and Pubs. Maybe you are interested in visiting the "Dortmunder U“ as the most popular sight in Dortmund.

Enthusiasts of the opera and theatre can come into pleasure as well as Lovers of the classic or modern cinema. Special showings for children and teenager as well as a Kids Opera attract young viewers and those who are young at heart.

The Concert House in Dortmund is exceptional in every way. It counts to its best in Central Europe, because of its outstanding acoustic. However Along with groundbreaking performances, the concert hall is architecturally very interesting.